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Many new Fitting classes of finite groups have been constructed in recent 
years, and such is their diversity that there seems little hope of finding a unifying 
description, comparable, say, with the celebrated characterization of saturated 
formations by Gaschiitz and Lubeseder. Since Fitting classes of nilpotent 
groups are fully understood, the study of metanilpotent Fitting classes is a 
natural next step. Certainly some progress has already been made in this area 
(especially by Bryce and Cossey [3, 41). N evertheless, even in this restricted 
province, a rich variety of examples is emerging, and it is our chief purpose 
here to present a new family of such examples, which we hope may provide 
a useful proving ground for outstanding questions about the generation of 
Fitting classes and about their Lockett sections. 
Let E(q/p) denote a group which is the extension of a minimal normal p-sub- 
group by a group of order q. It is shown that a Fitting class which contains 
an E(q/p) exhibits among its groups a full measure of complexity in the per- 
missible action of a q-group on a p-group, in a sense whose precise meaning 
is given in Theorem 2.2. Then there follows the construction of a family of 
Fitting classes contained in 6,6, for which, by contrast, this action is strictly 
limited. It gives rise to Fitting classes lying strictly between % and %2X, the 
classes of nilpotent, and nilpotent-by-abelian, groups, respectively. Section 3 
contains some elementary facts about central products; preparatory results of 
a more general kind appear in Section 4. The main part of the Fitting class 
construction is carried out in Section 5, in particular in Theorem 5.5, where 
the long proof of N,,-ClOSUre is given. Section 1 is devoted to a description of 
the chief tool used in the proof of Theorem 2.2(b). This is a group construction 
based on an idea of Hartley’s which simultaneously generalizes the group of 
unitriangular matrices over a field and the p-group construction (see [9, VI, 
7.221) used by Huppert in the proof of the Gaschiitz-Lubeseder theorem. I am 
very grateful to Brian Hartley for permission to publish it here. 
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NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
If v is a set of primes, / G I,, denotes the n-part of the order 1 G ( of a finite 
group G. The largest normal n-subgroup of G is O,(G), and the smallest normal 
subgroup whose quotient group is a z-group is designated by O”(G). The ith 
terms of the upper and lower central series of G are denoted by ti(G) and n(G), 
respectively, with Z(G) for c,(G), the center of G. Syl,(G) denotes the set of 
Sylowp-subgroups of G. If X is a class of groups, then Qi& snX, and D,x denote, 
respectively, the classes of epimorphic images, subnormal subgroups, and finite 
direct products of X-groups. The closure operations R0 and N,, are defined thus: 
RJ = (G : XV1 ,..., N, 4 G such that G/l\r, E X and h Ni = 1); 
i-l 
N& = (G : Xi .rn G, Ki E X, such that G = <Kl ,..., Kt)). 
Gothic capitals are used to denote classes of groups, with the following reserved 
for the stated special classes: 
@(6,) = the class of finite (P) groups; 
G(6,) = the class of finite soluble (P) groups; 
‘%(W,) = the class of finite nilpotent groups (of class at most c); 
91 = the class of finite abelian groups; 
Q, = (G: G/K a n-group => G = K) 
= the class of n-perfect groups. 
If 3E and ‘$l are classes of groups, Xj) denotes the class (G: 3K I! G such that 
K E 3E and G/K E 9). Except where such a restriction is obviously unnecessary, 
all groups considered are assumed to be finite. 
1. THE HARTLEY GROUP 
The group construction of Hartley’s that we are about to describe may be 
viewed as a generalization of the group of unipotent matrices over a field; in 
this case, however, the entries above the diagonal belong to various tensor 
products of vector spaces instead of to a field. 
Let n be a positive integer, let F be a field, and let V = {V, ,..., I’,} be a set 
of vector spaces over F. For 1 < i <j < n + 1 let V(i,j) denote the following 
tensor product: 
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If i < j < k, we make the natural identification between V(i, j) OF V(j, k) and 
V(i, A). (Since all tensor products in this section are over F, we drop the sub- 
script from the tensor product sign.) 
(1.1) DEFINITION. We now define the Hartley group, which will be denoted 
by H(V). Its underlying set consists of all (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices h = (htj) 
whose entries fulfil the following requirements: 
(a) If 1 < i <j < tl + 1, then hij is an element of V(i, j). 
(b) If 1 < j < i < a+ 1, then hij = aii, the Kronecker delta. 
The binary operation for H(V-) is given by the usual rule for matrix multiplica- 
tion. Thus, if h = (hij) and K = (kij) are two elements of H(V), their product 
hk is the matrix m = (mij) whose entries are determined by the equations 
where 
n+1 
mij = C h,$rj , 
r=1 
(14 
(a) for i < Y <j we define hi,&., to be the element hi, @ h,j , regarded 
as an element of V(i, j) by means of its identification with V(i, Y) @ V(r, j) 
mentioned above, and 
(b) we interpret multiplication by 0 and 1 in the usual way, so that (1 .a) 
may in fact be written as follows: 
mij = kij + hi.i+lk+l,j + .s. + hi.j-lkj-l,j + hij * (1.d) 
It is clear that the following assertion holds: 
(1.2) The product rule given by Eqs. (1.a) de@zes an associative binary 
operation on the set H(V). 
Obviously the identity matrix 1,+r belongs to H(V) and acts as a multiplicative 
identity, and so, in order to justify the assertion that H(V) is a group, it remains 
to show the existence of inverses. 
(1.3) For each h E H(V) there exists a unique element k E H(Y) such that 
hk = 1,,+1 . 
Proof. For a given h = (hii), such a matrix k = (kdj) exists if and only if 
the system of Eqs. (l$), obtained from (1 .a’) by setting mij = S<j for the range 
of values 1 < i <j < n + 1, has a unique solution. We put s = j - i and 
consider the subsystems 
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determined by different values of s E (0, I,..., n}. We then prove by induction 
on s that the system of equations (I$.O),..., (l&s) has a unique solution. For 
s = 0 we note that Eq. (l&O) is automatically satisfied. For s = 1, we obtain 
the n equations 
and these yield the unique solution Jz,,~+~ = --Jz,,~+~ for the elements on the 
first superdiagonal of k. We suppose inductively that uniquely determined 
solutions have already been found for the equations (l&O),..., (I.&s - I) 
and then consider the n + 1 - s equations (I ./Is) which take the form 
ki,i+s + hi,i+lki+l.i+s + .** + JEi.i+s-lki+s-l,i+s + hi,i+s = 0, (1-Y) 
for 1 < i < n + 1 - s. Since ki+l,t+, ,..., ki+s-l,i+s have already been deter- 
mined by the earlier equations, it is clear that Eq. (1.~) yields a unique value 
in V(;, i + s) for the entry ki,i+, . By induction we now conclude that there 
exists a unique solution for the whole system (1.8). Thus we have shown that 
H(V) is a group. 
Next, suppose that the F-space Vi (1 < i < n) is an FG,-module for some 
group Gi . Let G denote the direct product 
G = Gl x ... x G,, , 
and regard V(i, j) as a KG-module by defining the action of an element 
g = (n ,..., g,J E G on the pure tensors thus: 
and extending linearly to the whole space in the usual way. This enables us to 
define an action h -+ hg of G on H(V) by setting 
hg = Vw), (1.4 
where by convention we have lg = 1 (and, of course, Og = 0). Then certainly 
hg E H(V) for all g E G. We assert that furthermore 
(1.4) (hk)o = hgkgfor all h, k E H(V). 
Proof. A typical element of V(i, r) has the form 
hi, = 1 (ui @ ... @ IC~-~), 
21 
a linear combination of pure tensors, with u,; E VI: . If we similarly write 
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kTj = xz, (~1~ @ -0. @ vj-J with zlk E lJh , by definition of the product and of 
the G-actions (1.8) and (1.~) we have 
lhklg e ((c hi94-j) I?) 
7 
= (5: ChirgMkrd) = hgks. 
We now summarize the content of (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) in the statement of 
the following theorem. 
(1.5) THEOREM. Let F be afield, let GI ,..., G,, be groups whose direct product 
is denoted by G, and let 9’ = {VI , . . . . V,,}, where Vi is un FGi-module for 
i = I,..., n. Then H(Y) is a group with respect to the binary operation defined in 
(1.1) and admits G as a group of operators through the action de$ned by Eq. (1 .c). 
It is a straightforward calculation to verify that H(Y) is a nilpotent group 
of class n. If each V, is finite, say 1 F 1 = q and dim V, = di for i = l,..., KZ, 
then it is also easy to establish that 1 H(Y)/ = q”, where e = xF:i (CrLrr didi+, *a* 
di,,). 
But we shall not need these facts, and so now turn our attention to certain 
subgroups of H(Y) whose properties will be exploited later, 
(1.6) DEFINITIONS. For each integer mE{l,..., n} let Ym denote the set 
{(i,j): 1 < i < m <j < n + l}. The matrix positions (i,j) which belong to 
Yn, lie above the diagonal and together form a rectangular block whose bottom 
left-hand corner contains entries from the space li(m, m + 1) = V,n . Viewed 
in another way, Ym consists of precisely those (i, j) for which L’, appears as 
a factor in the tensor product V(i, j). We denote the set of remaining above- 
diagonal matrix positions by TV, , which is therefore defined as follows: 
Y*, = {(i, j): 1 ,( i < j < n + 1 and either i > m or j f m}. 
Next we define two subsets H, and K,,, of H(,Y) thus: 
H, = {(hii) E H(Y): hzj = 0 for all (i,j) E &}; 
K,,, = {(h,,) E H(Y): kij = 0 for all (i, j) E &}. 
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Since Y?,, n Y;,, = ,u, we see at once that H,,, n K,,, = Intl . Other, less 
transparent, properties of these subsets are listed in the following proposition. 
(1.7) PROPOSITION. Let H,,, and Km be the subsets of H(-t ‘) deJined aboce. 
Then 
(a) H,” is a G-inoariant subgroup of H(Y) and is G-operator isomorphic 
with the following direct sum of modules: 
D, = @C{V(i,j): (i,j)EY7,}. 
In particular, if each Vi is finite, H, is an elementary abelian p-group for 
p = charF. 
(b) K,,, is a G-invariant subgroup of H(Y); it normalizes H,,, and is central- 
ized by the subgroup 
cm = ((1, . . . . l,gm, I,..., l):g,,, E G,} 
of G=G, x .-. x G,. 
(c) H(V) = H,K, = H,H, ... H, . 
Proof. If a matrix h E H(Y) has a zero entry in a given position, it is clear 
from (1 .E) that hg also has a zero in that position; thus the subsets H,,, and K,,, 
are certainly G-invariant. To prove that H,, is a subgroup, let h, k E H, and 
turn to Eq. (1 .a’), which gives the formula for the (i, j)-entry mii of the product 
hk. It is clear from the definition of H,, that each term of the right-hand sum 
in (1.01’) is zero if i > m or j < m. Thus mij = 0 whenever (i, j) E q,, , and 
therefore hk E H,, . Now suppose that i < m <j and consider the (r + I)th 
term hi,i+rki+,,i in the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (IA’) for Y = l,..., 
j-i-l. Ifi+r<m,thenh.. l,r+r = 0; on the other hand, if i + Y > m, we 
have ki+r,j = 0. Hence, for (i, j) E Ym , we have 
mij = hij + kij . (14 
Therefore the matrix (-hij) is the inverse of h in H, , and it follows that H,, 
is a subgroup of H(Y). Moreover, if 8: H, + D, is the map defined by 
specifying that the component of 8(h) in the summand V(i, j) of D,, is hij , it is 
evident from (1.~) and (1.5) that t9 is a G-operator isomorphism, and part (a) 
of the proposition is proved. 
We now turn our attention to part (b). Let h, k E K, , and let (i, j) E FW, . 
Then on the right-hand side of Eq. (IA) we have ki+,,i = 0 for i f Y < m 
and hiSi+, = 0 for i + Y > m by the definition of K,,, , Hence mij = 0 and we 
conclude that hk E K,,, . If H(T) is finite, which is always the case in subsequent 
applications, it follows at once that K,,, is a subgroup. One is easily led to the 
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same conclusion in the general case by scrutiny of the Formula (1 .y) for calculat- 
ing inverses. 
Next we show that K, normalizes H,,, , and to this end let h = (hii) E H,,, , 
K = (kij) E K,, , and put K-l = (K$). W e c h oose an (Y, s) in 5, and calculate 
the (Y, s)-entry of the matrix K-V&. First let hk = (mJ, and consider Eq. (1.0~‘). 
I f  (i, j) E Yn, , it follows that (i, i + I) E zn for 1 = l,...,j - i, and hence that 
h,,i+l = 0. Therefore mif = kij for all (i,j) E q,, . Let K-V& = (nab); then 
Eq. (1 .a’) yields 
Since (r + 1, s) E Ym for 1 = 0, l,..., s - r - 1, we can replace each mr+l,s in 
this expression by k,.,,,, , and then conclude that n,, is the (Y, s)-entry in the 
product k-lk = 1,,+1 . Therefore nrs = 0 and k-%k E H, , as required. The 
conclusion that [K, , i;i,] = 1 is a direct consequence of the fact that for 
(i,j) E rm the module V, does not appear as a factor of the tensor product 
V(i,j) and so each element g, E G, acts trivially on each entry of an element 
of&. 
Finally we come to part (c). Let x E H(V), and let x0 denote the matrix 
obtained from x by equating to zero the entries in positions (i,j) E Ym and 
leaving the remaining entries unchanged. Then clearly x0 E K,, , and Eq. (1 .a’) 
shows that, for (i,j) E & , the (i,j)-entry of XX;’ is zero. Therefore xx;l E H, 
and x = (XX;‘) x,, E H,K,, . Hence the semidirect product H,,,K, coincides 
with H(V); in particular, we have H, a H(V). To complete the proof, let 
N E H(V) and, for 1 < T < 11, let x(r) denote the matrix obtained from x by 
equating to zero all superdiagonal entries outside the rth row. A routine calcula- 
tion then shows that 
x = X(n)X(n-l) . . . -Jl) E H,H 
n-1 a-. HI = H,H, -.- H,,. 
2. FITTING CLASSES CONTAINING AN E(q/p) 
(2.1) Notation. (a) Let p and 4 be distinct primes, let Q denote a cyclic 
group of order Q, and let K = {Mi ,..., Mr) denote a complete set of faithful 
irreducible modules for Q over lF, , a field with p elements. It is well known 
(cf. [9, II, 3.101) that the modules in JZ all have the same dimension, equal to 
the order of p modulo 4. In fact, from Hartley and McDougall [8, Theorem C], 
we know rather more, namely that the semidirect products [MJQ, 1 < i < r, 
belong to a single isomorphism class of groups, and we shall denote a fixed 
representative of this isomorphism class by E(q/p). 
(b) Next we seek some measure of the deviation of a (Fitting) class $J 
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from the class !JI of nilpotent groups. Of the many possibilities, we settle for 
two classes related to 3 as follows: 
and 
s/% = (G/F(G): G E s), 
5” = (G”: G E 5). 
Clearly each of the conditions g/W = 1 and 5” = 1 is necessary and sufficient 
for 3 to be contained in ‘3. But, as we shall see, neither of these related classes 
need to be a Fitting class, even when & is. 
Consider the following condition: 
which clearly implies that 5 _C ‘9. Although it is easy to find examples of 
Fitting classes properly contained in %* which satisfy (2.ar), it is certainly true 
and easily verified that (2.a) holds when 3 = a*. The main result of this 
section implies that Condition (2.01) holds under the following weaker assump- 
tion: 
{II(&): p, q distinct primes} _C 3 C !R2. Gv3) 
Thus, loosely speaking, metanilpotent Fitting classes containing groups E(q/p) 
are in some sense large compared with a. 
(2.2) THEOREM. Let p and q be distinct primes, and let 5 be a Fitting class 
which contains E(q/p). Then 
Proof. The proof of Assertion (a) is of a routine nature involving well- 
known techniques and will be given in outline only. Let Q denote a group of 
order q, and let V be an lF,Q-module. Our first goal is to show that: 
(2.~) 5 contains the semidirect product [V]Q. 
Let L = [V]Q. Then L = C,(Q) x [V, Q]Q, and since 3 is known to 
contain nilpotent {p, q}-groups, we may suppose without loss of generality 
that V = [V, Q]. Let V = V, @ ... @ V, , where each V, is an irreducible 
lF,Q-module. Then V, is faithful for Q because C,(Q) = 0 by supposition, 
and putting Vi = xj+i ?7j , it follows that L/U, s [Vi]& g E(q/p). Because 
no=, Vi = 0, there exists a monomorphism TV: L -+ D := El x ... x E, , with 
Ei s E(q/p) for i = I,..., r. Since 1 p(L)I, = IL ID = 1 D ID, it follows that 
,u(L) 4 D and hence that L E S,D”(E(q/p)) C 3, as desired. 
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Next let X be an arbitrary q-group, of order qrn say. Let IV, = E(p/p), and 
define W, inductively by 
W, = Wr-, beg Q (r 3 2). 
The following facts are easily verified: 
(i) I f  U, E Syl,( W,), then U, E (**a (Q 2 Q) 2 ..a) \ Q, the r-fold wreath 
power of Q. 
(ii) U, is generated by elements of order 4. 
(iii) I f  P, denotes O,(WT), then P, is an elementary abelian p-group, 
W, = P,U, , and C,JP,.) = 1. 
Assertion (i) follows from [9, I, 15.8(b)] by induction on Y, (ii) is obvious 
from (i), and (iii) can also be proved by induction on Y. If  1 # x E U,. and XQ = 1, 
then P,(x) E 5 by (2.7). Therefore, because U, is generated by subnormal 
subgroups of order q by Assertion (ii), it follows that W, = P,U, E N&j = 5, 
r = 1, 2,... . On the other hand, it follows from Assertion (i) and the Frobenius 
embedding theorem (cf. [9, I, 15.9]), by induction on 1 X 1 = q”“, that U, 
contains a (necessarily subnormal) subgroup X isomorphic with X. Thus 
P,X sn W, E 3, and so P,,$ E 5. It is a consequence of Assertion (iii) that 
Pm is the Fitting subgroup of P,,,x. Therefore Xr Pmx/Pm E ~/9l, and we 
have justified part (a) of the theorem. 
For the proof of part (b) put F = [F, , and for 1 < i < n let G, be a group 
of order 4 and Vi an irreducible FGi-module faithful for Gi. Further, let 
G = Gr x ... x G,, let V = {V, ,..., V,}, and let H denote the Hartley 
group H(V) admitting G as a group of operators, as described in Theorem 1.5. 
Now form the semidirect product 
S = [H-jG. 
We shall prove that SE 5 and then deduce that HE sR. Let m E (l,..., n}, 
recall from Section 1 that Gm denotes the mth component subgroup of the 
direct product G, and put S, = Hem . Since S is the product of the normal 
subgroups S, ,..., S,, , in proving that S E 3 it will be sufficient to show that 
S,,, E 3. By (1.7) we have H = H,,,K,,, , where H, is a G,,,-invariant, elementary 
abelian, normal p-subgroup of H, and Km is a subgroup centralized by Gm . 
It follows that S, is the product of the two normal subgroups H,,,cm and H, 
and therefore belongs to No% = 3 because H,G,,, E 3 by (2.~) and HE GD C 5. 
Thus S E 5. We now claim that Sn = H. Since [Vi , GJ = Vi for i = I,..., tl, 
it follows from the G-isomorphism of (1.7)(a) that [H, , G] = H,,, ; from the 
fact that H = HI ..a H, by (1.7)(c), we conclude that [H, G] = H. Because 
S/H is abelian, it follows easily that H is the nilpotent residual of S. 
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Let P be an arbitrary p-group. To complete the proof of part (b) we show 
that P is isomorphic with a subgroup of H when n = 1 P 1. Certainly P may be 
embedded in Sym(n), the symmetric group of degree n, by means of its regular 
permutation representation, and in turn Sym(n) may be embedded in the 
general linear group GL(n, F) as the group of permutation matrices. By Sylow’s 
theorem P is therefore isomorphic with a subgroup of U(n,F), which is by 
definition the subgroup of upper unitriangular matrices in GL(n,F) and which 
-is well known to be a Sylow-subgroup of GL(n,F). Finally, by identifying F 
with a one-dimensional subspace of each Vi and thereby regarding U(n, F) 
as a subgroup of H = H(T), we see that Pz <H, as desired. 
Remark. The proof of part (a) of the preceding theorem involved showing 
that for any q-group X, there exists an IFJ-module M, faithful for X, such 
that the semidirect product [MIX belongs to the Fitting class 5. In view of 
this, it is natural to ask whether the hypothesis IQ/p) E 3 implies that [ICI&Y E 5 
for all 5$-modules M. However, this is not the case, because it follows easily 
from [2, Satz 3.31, that there exists a Fitting class which contains E(2/5) but 
does not contain a primitive group of order 20. 
Because of the interest in Fitt (Sym(3)), the Fitting class generated by the 
symmetric group of degree 3, we state explicitly the following obvious corollary 
of Theorem 2.2. 
(2.3) If 5 = Fit(Sym(3)), then 31% = 6, , and i’j”, a subclass of G, , 
contains groups of arbitrarily large nilpotency class, derived length, and exponent. 
3. SOME REMARKS ON CENTRAL PRODUCTS 
Many of the results in this section are doubtless well known. Nevertheless, 
as we have been unable to find references, we state them explicitly and include 
proofs in most cases. 
(3.1) Notation. Throughout this section X will denote a group which can 
be expressed as a central product of its subgroups PI ,..., P, . Thus 
x = PIP2 ... P, ) 
where[Pi,Pj]=lforalll,(i<j<s. 
(3.2) LEMMA. For all natural numbers m we have 
(4 r&V = IX1 hdpd), 
(b) L(x) = I-k, LPJ- 
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Part (a) is an elementary consequence of the commutator calculus, as is 
part (b) in the case m = 1; the case m > 2 then follows easily from the next 
result. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let 2 denote Z(X) = t,(X). Then 
x/z = (PIZ/Z) x ... x (P&z) 
E (PlIWlN x ... x (P,/WJ). 
Proof. Let x E P,Z n (nj+i P,Z). Then there exist elements g, E Pk 
(1 < k < s) and z, z* E Z such that 




Using the fact that Z = Z(P,) *a* Z(P,), we can write z = zrza *a* z, and 
z* = z;“z2* *** zt with each zk and z$ in Z(P,). Equation (3.4 can then be 
reorganized thus 
giZi(Z’)-’ = JJ (gjZ’ZTl)e 
&i (3.8) 
The expression on the right-hand side of this equation clearly belongs to 
IJ+i Pj . Therefore gizi(zT)-r belongs to Pi n (&i Pi) < Z, and conse- 
quently gi E Z. It follows that x E Z and hence that the product (P,Z/Z) *.. 
(PJ/Z) is direct. Since P,Z/Zs Pi/Pi n Z and Pi n Z = Z(P,), the iso- 
morphism in the statement of (3.3) is obvious. 
(3.4) LEMMA. Assume that for some natural number m we have Z(Pi) C y,(Pi) 
for i = 1, 2,..., s. Then X/y,,,(X) admits a direct decomposition of the form 
Proof. By (3.2) we have Z := Z(X) = nt, Z(PJ C n;=,, m,(PJ = y,JX). 
Consider the natural homomorphism 
v: x+x* := x/z. 
If Pf = v(Pi), we have X* = Pf x ... x P$ by (3.3). Let 77 denote the natural 
homomorphism 
7: x* + x*/y,(x*). 
481/63/z-13 
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Since y,,(P,* X .a. x I?$) = y,,(Pf) x *a* x y,,@f), we obtain an isomorphism 
5 from X*/y,(X*) onto 
D := (P;jyn(P;)) x .-. x (P:/y,,,(P:)). 
The composite homomorphism 5 0 r) clearly has kernel ym(X*) = y,,(X)Z/Z = 
y,(X)/Z. Thus 60~ ov has kernel y,,(X) and induces an isomorphism from 
X/y,(X) onto D. Since .$ o 7 o v evidently maps Pi onto the ith direct factor 
of D, we have the desired conclusion 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let K be a normal subgroup of a group L such that L/K is 
nilpotent. If y,JL) < KY,,,+~(L) for some natural number m, then y,(L) < K. 
Since the proof is straightforward, we proceed directly to the main result of 
this section. 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Assume that the group X = PIP2 -*- P, is nilpotent and 
that for some n > 2 the group T = m(X) is abelian. Further assume that for 
some integer q >, 3 Aut(X) contains a subgroup A which transitively permutes 
the set Y = (PIT,..., P,T) of subgroups of X. 
Then y,,([X, A]) contains the subgroup y,(PI) ... ym(P,J for all m 3 2. 
Proof. Let {i, j, K} b e a 3-element subset of (1, 2 ,..., ql, and let x, y  E Pi . 
Because A is transitive on 9, we can find elements a, b E A such that xa E TP, 
and yb E TP, . We write x-~ = uxj and yb = wyk with u, w E T, xj E Pi, and 
yk E Pk , and put g = x?x and h = yky. Denote PIP2 ... P, by L and ya([X, A]) 
by K. Then K contains the element [x-a~, yb y] = [ug, wh]. By well-known 
commutator formulas we have 
kg, whl = [u, hlg[g, hl([u, wl”[g, 4)“. 
Since u E T, which equals y,(P,) ... m(P,) by (3.2)(a), we have [u, ylc] E ynfl(Pk) 
and [u, y] E y,+,(P,), and because Y~+~(P& g X, it follows that 
[u, hl = [u, YI[u, ~rl” E m+#‘J m+#-‘iJ C Y&J 
by (3.2)(a) and the hypothesis that n > 2. Similarly [g, w] E y3(L). Now 
[u, w] E T’ = 1 by hypothesis, and y3(L) g X. Therefore 
[x-x, ~-~y] = [g, h] (mod Y&N. 
But [xix, yty] = [x, y], a typical element of Pi . Hence KY,(L) contains P6 for 
i=l ,..., q and therefore contains L’ by (3.2)(a). Thus y,(L) = L’ n KY,(L) ,( 
(L n K) y,(L). Since Kg X, we have L n K a L and therefore L’ <L n K 
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by (3.5). Consequently K contains L’ = y,(P,) *** y,(P,), which is the desired 
result in the case m = 2. 
We now prove the general case by induction on m, assuming that yL([X, A]) 3 
yl(L) for I = 2,..., m - 1. Let t E y,-r(Pi) < y,,-r([X, A]). Then, with x, a, etc., 
defined as in the previous paragraph and K now denoting m,,>([X, A]), we see 
that K contains [t, x-%x] = [t, ug] = [t, g][t, u]“. Since u E m(Pr) **a y,(P,), 
by [9, III, 2.1 l(b)] we have [t, u] E Y,,+~+~(P~), which is contained in Y~+~(L) 
as rr > 2. Consequently [t, x] = [t, g] = [t, x+x] (mod Y~+~(L)), and it follows 
that KY,+~(L) contains r~,,-r(P~), Pi] = y,(Pi) for i = I,..., 4. Thus yJL) < 
KY,+&% whence Y&) B (L n K) Y~~+~(L>, and we conclude from (3.5) that 
K contains y,(L) = m,(Pr) *** y,(PJ, as required. 
In the final result of this section the central product X is a direct power. 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let p be a prime and let P be a directly indecomposable p-group 
such that Z(P) < P’. Let 
x = PI x ..* x P, , 
where Pi= P for i = 1,2,..., s. If A is a p’-subgroup of Aut(X), there exists 
a central automorphism 0 of X such that the action of A induces a permutation 
group on the set (Pie; i = I,..., s}; in particular, A permutes the subgroups in the 
set {PJ(X): i = I,..., s}. 
Proof. Let X = {(xr ,..., x,J: xi E P>. If 01 E Aut(P), let oli be the automor- 
phism of X defined by: 
(x1 ,..., x,)0’ = (x1 ,..., Xjpl ) x;, xi+l )..., x,J, 
and let Ai = {ai: LYE Aut(P)}. Clearly Ai is a subgroup of Aut(X) isomorphic 
with Aut(P). Let Sym(s) denote the symmetric group of degree s. For u E 5, 
let u* denote the automorphism of X defined by: 
and let 2 = {u*: a E Sym(s)}. Then Z is a subgroup of Aut(X) isomorphic 
with Sym(s). Finally, let N denote the subgroup Aut,(X) comprising the central 
automorphisms of X. Since Au&(X) = C,,t~x~(Inn(X)), where Inn(X) is the 
normal subgroup of Aut(X) consisting of the inner automorphisms of X, we 
note that Na Aut(X). It now follows easily from I, 12.5(a) of [9] that 
Aut(X) = NL, 
where L = (A, x *.* x A,) zl(~ Aut(P) tnat Sym(s)). Since X is a p-group 
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and Z(X) < x’ < @(X) by hypothesis, we know from III, 3.18 of [9] that N 
is a p-group. For 1 EL, the map (CI defined by: 
$qZN) = E(L n N) 
is well known to be an isomorphism from LNjN = Aut(X)/N onto L/L n N. 
Denote $(-4N/N) by B/L n N, a $-group by hypothesis, and let A, denote 
a complement to L n N in B; the existence of such a complement is ensured 
by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem. It follows that A&V = AN, and therefore 
A = (A,,)e for some 0 E N by that same theorem. Since B/Wl is contained in L, 
whose action permutes the groups in the set {P,}iC1 , it follows that A itself 
permutes the subgroups in {Pie):==, .
4. FURTHER PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The following simple strategy underlies the Fitting class construction given 
in Section 5: identify a certain “key section” of each group in the universe 
under consideration; specify a certain class 3E of groups; then define a class 3 
(the candidate for the Fitting class) by requiring that a group belongs to 5 if 
and only if its key section belongs to 3E. Dark [5] was the first to construct a 
Fitting class in this way, and other authors have subsequently produced further 
examples (see Beidleman and Brewster [l], for example). The properties that X 
must satisfy in order to ensure that $J is a Fitting class always turn out to be 
of a singular and sensitive nature. It is the proof of the N,,-closure of 5 that 
gives trouble and seems to require special pleading that varies from case to 
case, and the example in the next section is no exception in this respect. Never- 
theless, a few general observations are possible and these now follow. 
(4.1) DEFINITIONS. Let n and 7 be sets of primes. The Key sectia K(G) of 
a finite group G is defined thus: 
K(G) = On(G/O,(G)). 
The following assertion is easily checked. 
(4.2) REMARK. Let G be a group and let K = K(G). Then (a) O,(K) = 1 
and (b) On(K) = K. 
(4.3) DEFINITION. Given a class X of groups, we define an associated class 
5 = i-J@, 7, X) by 
5 = (G: K(G) E X). 
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We shall always assume that the auxiliary class 3E contains groups of order 1 
(whence 5 contains the class CZ,@,,). 
We shall be mainly concerned with the situation where 3 satisfies the fol- 
lowing hypothesis. 
(4.4) HYPOTHESIS. s,X n Q,C X. 
(Expressed verbally, this states that n-perfect subnormal subgroups of .X-groups 
belong to X.) 
(4.5) LEMMA. If the class X satisfies Hypothesis 4.4, then the class s(r, T, X) is 
s,-closed. 
Proof. Let G E 5 and N sn G. Let R/O,(G) denote K(G) E X, and let T/O,(N) 
denote K(N). From the fact that 
(i) O,(N) = N n O,(G) < N n R and that 
(ii) N/N n R s NRIR E CZ,,  
we conclude that T < N n R < R. Since T 4 N sn G, we have T sn G. 
Hence O,( T) = O,(G) n T < O,(G) n N = O,(N) < O,(T); in particular O,( T) = 
O,(N). Thus K(N) = T/O,(T) = T/O,(G) n T g TO,(G)/O,(G) sn R/O,(G) = 
K(G) E 3E. By (4.2)(b) it follows that K(N) E s,X n Q,, , and therefore by hypoth- 
esis K(N) E X. Thus NE 5, and 3 is therefore s,-closed, as claimed. 
The proofs of the following statements are similarly straightforward and are 
omitted. 
(4.6) LEMMA Let 3E be a class of groups, and let 3 = B(r, 7, X). 
(a) IfKaGandK<O,(G), thenGEijifandonlyifG/KE~. 
(b) IfOr(G)<L<G,thenG~~ifandonlyifLE~. 
We conclude this section by making an initial reduction for the inductive 
proof of N,-closure given in the next section. 
(4.7) PROPOSITION. Let X be an arbitrary cZass, let 3 = g(r, 7, X) n 6, 
and assume that 3 = s,g. Let G E No%, and assume that for all HE NO% with 
1 H j < 1 G 1 we already have HE 3. Then, if G 6 5, each of the following condi- 
tions holds: 
(4 O,(G) = 1; 
(b) O”(G) = G; 
(c) G has maximal normal subgroups N and N*, each of which belongs to 
3 and has rr’-index in G; furthermore G = NN* = Or(N) O*(N*). 
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Proof. We know that G eN,,S\S. We show first that G = NN* with N 
and N* maximal normal subgroups of G belonging to 5. There is a well-known 
technique for achieving this reduction and it may be summarized briefly as 
follows: By definition of s,$ we have G = c:K, ,..., K,: Ki sn G, Ki E s), and 
we clearly have Ki f G. Then Li :== <KfG) # G, and therefore Li E 5 by 
hypothesis. Assuming that any redundant L’s have been omitted from the 
expression G = LILz ... L, , we put M = L, and M* = L, ... Lt ; then 
M # G = MM* # M* and again by hypothesis M, M* E 5. Next let N/M 
be a maximal normal subgroup of G/M, observe that N = M(N n M*) EN,~, 
and conclude that N E 5. Finally, repeat this step for an analogously defined N*. 
Note that since by assumption GE N,,G = 6, we have 1 G : N 1 = p and 
) G : N* / = p* for suitable primes p and p*. 
Now let T = O,(G) and suppose that T # 1. Then G/T = (NT/T)(N*T/T). 
But NT/T= N/O,(N), which belongs to 3 by (4.6)(a). Similarly N*T/T E 5. 
Thus G/T E N$j, and so by hypothesis G/T E 3. But then GE 5 by (4.6)(a) 
again, contrary to assumption. Hence T = 1 and Condition (a) is valid. 
Next let R = On(G) and suppose that R < G. If p E z-, we have R < NE 5 
and therefore GE 3 by (4.6)(b), a contradiction. Hence we can suppose that 
p E r’ (and similarly that p* ET’). In this case G = NR since N and R have 
coprime indices. Consequently N/N n R z G/R, a n-group, and therefore 
N n R E 5 by (4.6)(b); similarly N n R* E 3. Furthermore we have 
R/(R n N n N*) E G/(N n N”) z Z, x Z,, , where Z,, denotes a cyclic 
groupofordern,andIR:RnNI=pandIR:RnN*j=p*.Hencewe 
haveRnN#RnN*,andsoR=(RnN)(RnN*)EN,$j=~.Butthen, 
again from (4.6)(b), we conclude that GE 5. This contradiction shows that 
R = G, and Condition (b) holds; in particular, we have p, p* E x’. 
Let L = O”(N) and L* = O”(N*). It remains to prove that G = LL*. As 
usual we argue by contradiction, supposing that G # LL”. Clearly we have 
L, L* a G. Therefore let K/L* be a maximal normal subgroup of G/L*. If K 
were different from N*, we should have KN* = G and consequently G/K s 
N*/(N* n K) E a(N*/L*) _C G, . Since this conclusion would contradict Condi- 
tion (b), we infer that G/L* has a unique maximal normal subgroup N*/L*, 
which therefore contains LL*/L*; in particular, we have L < N*. A symmetrical 
argument shows that G/L also has a unique maximal normal subgroup, namely, 
NIL, which therefore contains the proper normal subgroup N*/L of G/L. But 
then we have G # N = NN* = G, a contradiction. Hence G = LL* and 
the proof of (4.7) is complete. 
5. THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN '9I2l FITTING CLASS 
At the heart of the construction is a certain group P of prime power order 
whose special properties are summarized as follows: 
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(5.1) HYPOTHESIS. Let p and q be distinct primes with q # 2. Let P be a 
p-group, and let Q E Syl,(Aut(P))). A ssume that each of the following conditions 
holds: 
(a) P/Z(P) is directly indecomposable; 
(b) P has class c > 3; 
(c) [i(P) = Y~+~-~(P) for i = 1 and 2; 
(4 IQ I = 4; 
(e) Q acts fixed-point-freely on P/Z(P); 
(0 [Z(P), Ql- 
For the rest of this section P will denote a fixed p-group satisfying (5.1). It is 
not difficult to find concrete examples of such groups P. For example, it follows 
easily from the analysis on p. 21 of [6] that there exists a 3-generator metabelian 
group P (it is a proper quotient of the group which Dark denotes in his analysis 
by P also), of exponent 7 and class 3, such that Hypothesis 5.1 is satisfied with 
p = 7, q = 19, and c = 3. In this case, the order of P is 7’, and Q acts irreducibly 
on both PIP’ and PI/Z(P). 
(5.2) REMARK. Let S be a q-group of operators for P. If [P, S] # 1, then 
[P, S] == P and [ S/C,(P)1 = q. In any case, [Z(P), Sj = 1. 
Proof. Let S,, be the kernel of the homomorphism from S to Aut(P). I f  
[P, S] + 1, then S, < S, and by (5.1)(d) we have 1 S : S,, 1 = q. Let s E S\S, 
and let a: be the automorphism (of order q) induced by s on P. Since Z(P) = 
y,(P) < P’ by (5.1)( ) d . c an smce 01 is conjugate in Aut(P) to the distinguished ( > 
Sylow q-subgroup Q of Aut(P) mentioned in (5-l), it follows from (5.1)(e) that 
OL acts fixed-point-freely on P/P’. Hence P’[P, a] = P, and consequently 
[P, CY] = P. The final assertion comes from (5.1)(f). 
Next we define the auxiliary class X. 
(5.3) DEFINITION. The class X consists of groups of order 1 together with 
all groups of the form 
X = KA (a semidirect product with K CJ X), 
where 
(i) A is a q-group, 
(ii) K is a central product of A-invariant subgroups PI ,..., P, , each 
isomorphic with P and satisfying [Pi , A] = Pi, and 
(iii) O,(X) = 1. 
Whenever X E 3E and we write a decomposition of the form X = KA, we 
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shall always implicitly assume that K and A have the meanings described in 
this definition. 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. (a) If X = KA E X, then A is un elementary abelian 
q-group, and C,(A) = Z(K). 
(b) s,X n 0,~ _C 3. 
Proof. (a) Let C, = C,(P,), i = l,..,, s. Since [Pi, A] # 1, we have 
1 A/Ci 1 = q by (5.1)(d). But fib, Ci < C,(K) = O,(X), and O,,(X) = 1 by 
definition of X. Therefore A = A/(n CJ is elementary abelian because the 
class of elementary abelian groups is x+,-closed. From (5.2) and the fact that 
Z(K) = Z(P,) Z(P,) ... Z(P,) we have [Z(K), A]. From (3.3) and (5.1)(e) it is 
clear that A acts fixed-point-freely on K/Z(K), and we may conclude that 
C,(A) = Z(K). 
(b) To prove this assertion let O*‘(Xe) = X0 sn X E E. Let A, = A n X0 
and note that A, E Syl,(X,). Renumber (if necessary) the suffixes of the sub- 
groups Pi so that [Pi, A,,] # 1 if and only if i E (I,..., r}. Since X,, sn X, we 
have [X, X0 , .‘?., X0] < X for sufficiently large n. Therefore by (5.2) we have 
PI . ..P.=[P,...P,,A,,.‘1.,A,]~X,. Let K,=X,,nK, which is the 
normal Sylowp-subgroup of X0 . Since O@(X,) = X,, , we have [K,, , A,,] = K,, . 
Hence 
and therefore X0 = (PI ... P,) A,. Since 0,(X,) n (PI *a* P,) = 1, we conclude 
that 0,(X,) centralizes PI ..* P, and belongs to A, . But because [Pi , A,] = 1 
for r < i < s, it follows that 0,(X,,) < C,(K) = O,(X) = 1. Therefore X,, E 3E, 
as required. 
We recall from (4.3) that S(rr, 7,3) denotes the class of finite groups G such 
that OB(G/OT(G)) E JZ. 
(5.5) THEOREM. Let 3E be the class defined in (5.3). Then the class 3 = 6 n 
B(q’, p’, X) is a Fitting class. 
Proof. From (4.5) and (5.4)(b) we already know that 5 is s,-closed. We 
shall use an induction argument to prove that it is N,-closed. Let G E No5 and 
assume inductively that for each HE No% with 1 H 1 < 1 G I, we have HE 3. 
We suppose that G +! 5 and eventually reach a contradiction. By the reduction 
of (4.7) we have O,(G) = 1 and w’(G) = G. Furthermore, G is the product 
of two maximal normal subgroups iV and N* each of which belongs to $J and 
has q-index in G. We also have G = LL*, where L = O@‘(N) and L* = W(N*). 
Now L, as a characteristic subgroup of IV, is normal in G, and therefore 
O,,(L) .< O,(G) = 1. Hence L E 3E C 6,G, . Similarly we have L* E 6-6, and 
consequently G = LL* E NO($,Ga) = GD6, . Let R denote the Sylow p-sub- 
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group and S a Sylow q-subgroup of G. If we put A = N n Sand A* = N* r\ S, 
then A E Syl,JN), A* E Syls(N*), and 5’ = AA*. Let K = [R, A] and K* = 
[R, A*]. Then it is straightforward to check that 
KA = O=(N) = K(N) EL, 
and 
K*A* = Op(N*) = K(N*) = a!,*. 
To minimize repetition, we shall henceforth adopt the convention that for every 
dejkition, statement, or proof connected with the structure of the subgroup N, the 
existence of a corresponding “starred” entity for N* is automatically assumed 
without explicit mention. Since L E 3E, we may write K = PIP2 *** P, , a central 
product of A-invariant copies of P. At this stage it is convenient to divide the 
proof into separate steps. 
Step 1. Here our aim is to show that [Z(K), S] = 1. Since [Z(K), A] = 1 
by (5.4)(a), it is sufficient to show that for an arbitrary nontrivial a E A* we 
have [Z(P,), a] = 1, b ecause Z(K) = Z(P,) *.. Z(P,). Without loss of generality 
we consider only the case i = 1. Let Z = Z(K) and consider the natural 
homomorphism v: K + K/Z. By (3.3) we have 
v(K) = v(Px) x mm* x v(PJ, 
a direct product whose components are indecomposable by (5.1)(a) because 
v(P,) s P,/Z(P,), i = I,..., s. Therefore by (3.7) the automorphism 01 induced 
on v(K) by conjugation by a permutes the subgroups in the set (v(P,) Z(v(K)): 
i=l ,..., s>. Since Z(v(PJ) = &(PJZ/Z, we have 
= 5,W)lZ by (3.2)(b). 
Put T = &(K); then T = y,-,(K) by (3.2) and (5.1)(c), and therefore, appealing 
to [9, III, 2.11(b)] we conclude that [T, T] < .yz&K) < Y~+~(K) = 1 since 
each Pi has class c > 3. Thus, to summarize, we have so far shown that a 
permutes the subgroups {P,T: i = l,..., s> by conjugation and that the sub- 
group T = y,-,(K) is abelian. 
First suppose that (PIT)” # P,T and designate the <a)-conjugates of PIT 
by {P,T, PP,..., PJI, renumbering the Pi’s if necessary. We now apply (3.6) 
with n = c - 1, K in place of X, and (a) instead of A, and deduce that 
y,([K, (a)]) contains y,(Pl) .** y,(P,), which equals Z(P,) a-* Z(P,) by (5.1)(c). 
But [K, (a)] < [R, A*] = K*, and therefore Z(P,) < y,([K, (a)]) < y,(K*) = 
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Z(K*) by (Xl)(c). Since A* centralizes Z(K*) by (5.4)(a), certainly we have 
[Z(Pd, 4 = 1. 
Now suppose that (PIT)a = PIT. Since P,T = Pi(njii &(Pi)), a central 
product, and since each &(Pj) is abelian, it follows from (3.2) that for 
i = I,..., s 
(i) WJ) = -WJ (n Wd), j+i 
and (5-d 
(4 m(PJ) = m(Pd for 71 > 2. 
Since the element a normalizes PIT, it leaves invariant Z(P,T); furthermore, 
it also normalizes A because A < S. Hence [Z(P,T), A] is (a)-invariant. 
Since A induces on Pi a nontrivial group of automorphisms, it follows from 
(5.1)(e) that A acts fixed-point-freely on [,(P,)JZ(P,1. Since A centralizes 
Z(PJ and S2(Pi) is abelian, by Theorem 2.3 of Chapter 5 of [7] we have 
Wi) = Ji x -vi), i = l,..., s, (5-B) 
where Ji = [&(PJ, A]. Denote Jr **a Ji-rJi+r .*. Js by Ii, and note that 
[Ii, A] =Ii by Th eorem 3.6 of Chapter 5 of [7]. With this notation we can 
now rewrite Eq. (5.(u)(i) thus 
.Z(P,T) = IJ, 
and it is then clear that [Z(P,T), A] = Ii, which is therefore A(a)-invariant. 
Since [Pi , A] = Pi and [T, A] = JJ? , we have [P,T, A] = PJJ, = Pi x Ii . 
Hence PJ, is also A(u)-invariant, and it follows that A(a) is a group of opera- 
tors for the group PIII/Il E PI . By (5.2) A(a) acts trivially on Z(PJl/I,) = 
WI) WI 9 and so, in particular, [Z(P,), (a)] <II . Using (5.1)(c) and 
Eq. S.ol(ii) we have 
Z(P,Y = Q’IV = Y,W’IV) = ~c(p,T) = WA, 
and therefore [Z(P,), (a)] < Z(P,) f~ Ir = 1. As we pointed out earlier, it 
now follows that [Z, A*] = 1, and Step 1 is complete. We also record the fact 
that by symmetry we have [Z(K*), A] = 1. 
Step 2. We prove that ZZ* < Z(G). Since Z char K a G, we have 
C,(Z) 9 G. Therefore from Step 1 we infer that ((A*)C) < Co(Z). But L* is 
generated by the L*-conjuates of A* because oQ’(L*) = L*, and consequently 
L* < C,(Z). By (5.2) L centralizes Z, and thus G (= LL*) centralizes Z. By 
symmetry we have Z* < Z(G). 
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Step 3. The object of this step is to show that 
P,T4 G 
for i = I,..., s. As in Step 1, nothing is lost if we confine our attention to PIT. 
Let b #: 1 denote a $-element of L* (= K*A*) and put B = (b). By the 
analysis of the first paragraph of Step 1 the conjugates of PIT under the action 
of B may be taken to have the form 
P,T, PJ,..., PJ) 
for a suitable ordering of the set {PJcl . We suppose that r > 1 (which implies 
that r = q 2 3) and derive a contradiction. Since by Eq. (5ol)(ii) we have 
Pi = y,(P,T) and Z(PJ = y,(P,T), w c are characteristic subgroups of P,T, hi h 
the sets of subgroups (P,‘}~=, and {Z(Pi)}L, form B-orbits under conjugation. 
Thus, if K, denotes the central product PIP, **a P, , the group 2, = Z(K,,) = 
Z(P,) **a Z(P,.) is B-invariant. By (3.3) X0/Z, has a direct decomposition 
D = (f-‘Jc,/Zo) x *** x (P&,/4,), and its derived group Ki/Z, has a direct 
decomposition D’ whose components PjZ,/Z, (z P:/Z(P,)) are permuted 
regularly by B and are nontrivial because c > 3. Hence B centralizes a diagonal 
subgroup of D’. Let C,, = C,,(B). By Step 2 CO contains Z,, , and by [9, I, 18.61 
the diagonal subgroup of D’ ss covered by CO ; hence C,, > Z, . At this point 
we make a small digression to prove that for an arbitrary q-subgroup X of L* 
the following inclusion holds: 
Ck*,xl(4 G z*. 
Suppose that the groups in {Pf: i = I,..., s*> have been numbered so that 
[P,*, X] # 1 if and only if i E {l,..., t}. Recall that PF a L* and that therefore 
by (5.2) [Pf, x] = Pf for i = l,..., t. Hence [K*, X] = PfP$ ***P,*, and it 
follows easily that [K*, x]Xe X. The inclusion of (5.~) is then a consequence 
of the fact that by (5.4)(a) C,,,,(X) = Z(P,*P$ *a- PF) = Z(P,*) Z(P,*) **a Z(P,*). 
Returning to the main thread of the argument for Step 3, we note that Proposi- 
tion 3.6 applies for the group B permuting the groups (PIT,..., P,T}, and 
deduce that KL < [K, B] < [R, A*] = K*. From Theorem 3.6 in Chapter 5 
of [7], it follows that [K, B] = [K, B, B] < [K*, B] and therefore that 
Co < C[Ka,B~(B); hence CO < Z* by (5.~). Since [Z*, A] = 1 by Step 1, we 
conclude that C’s < C,.JA) = Z, by (5.4)(a). Since we showed earlier that 
C,, > Z,, , we have obtained the desired contradjction. Therefore r = 1 and PIT 
is normalized by each $-elements of L *. But L* is generated by its p’-elements, 
and so PIT Q LL* = G, as required. 
Step 4. The goal of this step is to prove that the Sylow q-subgroups of G 
are elementary abelian. Recall that AA* = S E Syl,(G). It follows from Step 3, 
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Eq. (5.ol)(ii) and Hypothesis (51)(c) that &(PJ is normalized by S. Since 
[Z(P,), S] = 1 by Step 1, the term Ji in Eq. (5.6) equals [&(PJ, S], and, in 
particular, Ji and Z(P,) (= C12(Pl)(S)) are both S-invariant subgroups. 
Let ig {I,..., s>, and recall the notation .Zi = &i Ji . Since S normalizes 
P,T by Step 3 and also normalizes A, it normalizes [P,T, A] = P,I,, and 
therefore acts as a group of operators on P,Ii/Ii as in Step 1. Let Ci = Cs(PiIi/Ii). 
Since [Pi , A] = Pi , by (5.1)(d) we have 1 S/C, 1 = Q, and putting C = nJ=i Cj , 
we conclude that S/C is elementary abelian. Now we have 
[P,T, Ci] = [P<T, Ci , Ci] = [P<Ii 9 Ci] < Ii < T; 
hence [K, C] = [(PIT) ... (P,T), C] < T, and so C centralizes K/@(K) because 
T < K’ < 0(K). By Theorem 1.4 of Chapter 5 of [7] we deduce that [C, K] = 1. 
Consequently C n C* < C,(KK*) < O,(G) = 1, and it follows that S (E 
S/(C n C*)) . IS e ementary abelian. This completes Step 4. 1 
Step 5. We know by hypothesis that K is a central product of A-invariant 
copies of P; in this step we show that we can replace A by S in this statement. 
Before embarking on a proof of this assertion, we introduce some notation. 
First we put J = J1 Jz ... Js and note that J = Ji x Ii for i = l,..., s. Recall 
that Ci = C,(P,I,/I,) for i = I,..., s, and by suitably indexing the subgroups Pi, 
suppose that {C, , C, ,..., C,} is the set of distinct elements in the list C, , C’s ,..., 
C, . If 1 < i < 1, let x denote the set {j: 1 <j < s and Ci = Ci} and then put 
and 
Since Ji < Pj , it follows that E, = (IJjeYi Pj) x H.. If K $ x, then 
[P,I,/I, , Ci] # 1 by definition of Ci and Sq- , and therefore Ci induces on 
P,I,/I, an automorphism of order p, which acts fixed-point-freely on the central 
quotient group of PJk/Ik and, in particular, on the section J,Z(Pk) Ik/Z(Pk) Ik E 
Jk . Since Jk is S-invariant, we therefore have [ Jk , C,] = Jk and hence [J, Ci] = 
Hi = [Hi , CJ; consequently CHi(Ci) = 1. Let Fi = Cz‘(Ci) and observe that 
F1 n Hi = 1. By a familiar argument we have [PiIt , Ci] = [Pi& , Ci , C,] < 
[Ii , CJ < [J, Ci] = Ht . Therefore Ci centralizes E,/H, , and it follows from 
1.18.6 of [9] that Ei = F,H, . Thus we have located an S-invariant complement 
F, to Hi in Ei . Let j E z . Since Ci fixes elementwise all subgroups of Ei/Hi , 
it normalizes PiHi, which is also clearly A-invariant. Now Ci is a maximal 
normal subgroup of S and does not contain A; therefore S = AC, normalizes 
PiHi . Let 
Qj = Fi n PjHi (=GjH~Ga’ 
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Then Qi is an S-invariant complement to Hi in PiHi, and so Qj s Pi g P. 
It also follows easily that 
Fi = l--I Qj. 
jcyD, 
Moreover, this product is a central product because for j, K E Yi and j # k 
we have [Qj, Qk] < [P,H, , PJIJ = 1; here we use the fact that Hi < Z(Ei). 
This fact also means that QiHi = Qi x Hi = Pj x Hi and hence that 
Q; = (Q,H,)’ = P; , and from this it follows that Fj = j&yiDi Pi . 
Now let 1 < m < n < 1, and let W = F,F,, . We claim that W is a subgroup 
of K. Certainly 
is a subgroup. Moreover (E,,&)’ = (l&~~ Pi)(I&eyn 4) = FkFi g K. 
Since E,E,/FLFk is therefore abelian, the subgroups F,Fh and FLFm are normal 
and their product W is indeed a subgroup. Furthermore W admits S. Since 
[Fi , Cr.] equals 1 if i = k and equals Fi otherwise, we have F, = [F,F, , C,] 
and hence Fm 4 WS. From this it follows that C&F,) is a normal subgroup 
of WS which contains C, and therefore contains CC>). Because F, = 
IIF, , Gl d <C$>, we have [F, , F,] = 1. We have therefore shown that 
K = ni=, Fi is a central product, and we therefore conclude that 
K=fiQ, 
j=l 
is also a central product with each Qj an S-invariant copy of P. This completes 
Step 5. 
Step 6. Here we aim for the final contradiction by showing that G E X (C 5). 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that the subgroups Ci have been 
labeled so that A* < C, n ... r-l C, and A* 4 Cj for j = K + l,..., 1. Let 
U = F,F, *a. F, and TV = F,c+lFk+2 ***Fl. Since [Fi, Ci] = 1, we have U < 
C,(A*) and G n K* < C&A*) = Z*. Moreover, from the fact that [Fi , A*] = 
Fj forj = k + I,..., 1, it follows that 
V<[K,A*]<Kn[[R,A*]=KnK*, 
and therefore we have K = UV < U(K n K*) < K; consequently K = 
U(KnK*). Since KnK*=(UnKnK*)V<(UnK*)V<Z*V, from 
Step 2 and the fact that [U, V] = 1 we conclude that [U, K n K*] = 1. 
Similarly K* may be expressed as a central product U*(K n K*) where U*, 
like U, is a central product of S-invariant copies of P. Evidently we have 
[U, U*] < [K, K*] < K n K* and [[U, U*], K n K*] = 1. Hence [U, U*] < 
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Z(K n K*) < Z(U(K n K*)) = Z(K) < Z(G) by Step 2. Since [U, A] = U 
and [U*, A] = 1, by the three subgroups lemma (Theorem 2.3 of Chapter 2 
of [7]) we have 
[U, U”] = [U, A, U”] < [A, u*, u][u*, u, A] = 1. 
Since V < K n K* < C&U*), the subgroup KK*, which equals 
K(K n K*) U* = KU* = UVU*, is a central product of its three subgroups 
U, I; and V*, each of which is itself a central product of S-invariant copies 
of P. It follows that G = KK*S E X, and the proof of Theorem 5.5 is complete. 
Our final result justifies the title of this section; its proof is straightforward 
and is left to the reader. 
(5.6) COROLLARY. Let 5 denote the Fitting class described in the preceding 
theorem and let B1 = 5 n G,G, . Then & is a Fitting class of metanilpotent 
groups and satisjes 
(a) &/‘9I is the class of elementary abelian q-groups, and 
(b) (&)n _C 6, n 911,. 
Furthermore, the class 
g2 = (G: G = X x Y, X E W n 6(9,g)~, YE &) 
is a Fitting class lying strictly between the classes ‘3 and 8%. 
We end with an 
Open question. We have constructed Fitting classes 3 which satisfy 
and since there exist groups P of class three satisfying (5.1), we may take c = 3 
in this expression. On the other hand, the methods of Section 2 show that no 
Fitting class 3 satisfying (5.6) exists when c = 1. I do not know whether (5.6) 
can be fulfilled with c = 2. 
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